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A Spanish to English dictionary perfect for language learners of all skill levels. 40,000 entries and
50,000 translations with new translations and new words and phrases added across a variety of
fields including technology, lifestyle, food, and science. Extensive coverage of Latin American
Spanish. Pronunciations in International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Special sections include Spanish
numbers and abbreviations, Spanish Grammar, and Conjugation of Spanish Verbs. Note that this
dictionary translates from Spanish to English only. If you wish to look up English words, please
purchase the companion volume Merriam-Webster's English-Spanish Translation Dictionary.
Compatible with Kindle Voyage, Kindle Paperwhite, Kindle, Kindle Fire with Fire OS 4+, Kindle
Keyboard, Kindle Touch, Kindle DX, Kindle for Android (version 4.0+), and Kindle for iPad/iPhone
(version 4.0+). Default dictionary feature is not supported on Kindle for Mac, Kindle for PC, or Kindle
Fire 1st/2nd generation.Un diccionario de espaÃ±ol a inglÃ©s ideal para los aprendices de idiomas
de todos los niveles de aptitud. 40,000 entradas y 50,000 traducciones con la adiciÃ³n de
traducciones nuevas y palabras y frases nuevas de una variedad de Ã¡mbitos incluyendo
tecnologÃa, estilo de vida, comida y las ciencias. Cobertura extensa del espaÃ±ol
latinoamericano. Pronunciaciones segÃºn el Alfabeto FonÃ©tico Internacional. Secciones
especiales incluyen nÃºmeros y abreviaturas en espaÃ±ol, gramÃ¡tica espaÃ±ola,y conjugaciÃ³n
de verbos en espaÃ±ol. Compatible con Kindle Voyage, Kindle Paperwhite, Kindle, Kindle Fire con
Fire OS 4+, Kindle Keyboard, Kindle Touch, Kindle DX, Kindle para Android (versiÃ³n 4.0+), y
Kindle para iPad/iPhone (versiÃ³n 4.0+). CaracterÃstica del diccionario predeterminado no
soportada en Kindle para Mac, Kindle para PC, ni Kindle Fire 1a/2a generaciÃ³n.
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This dictionary does work with Kindle, but is far from meeting the basic standards of a product that
is being sold to the public.1. It cannot find definition of verb-pronoun combined words (examples
are: casarse, pensandolo, digamelo ...). Since a large proportion of the Spanish verbs are attached
by reflective, direct and/or indirect pronouns, this means you will have to rely on another form of
dictionary while having this particular dictionary installed, otherwise you will not find definition of a
large proportion of verbs.2. It cannot always identify the correct conjugation of the verb; as a result,
it often produces irrelevant definitions based on an incorrect word.3. A new entry is attached to the
contents of the previous entry without a sign of division. Could not figure out why they can't put a
division sign between the two separate, unrelated entries. This only shows that the product was not
fully tested before going to the market.4. I can't figure it out either, why it uses only two precious
lines to display the definitions. Since most words would need more than two lines to fully define it,
you would always need to go to the full dictionary page. This might be okay if Kindle is a very fast
machine; unfortunately this is not the case. As a result, you have to wait the full dictionary page to
appear, then wait for it to disappear, before you can resume your normal reading.5. It goes only
one-way Spanish-English; since kindles allows only one dictionary at a time, once you assigned it
as the default, you lose the ability to do English-Spanish, or English-English.These are not minor
nuisances, which render me a quite unpleasant experience in using the product.
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